
381 Anna Dora Way

Meridianville, AL 35759
Whitaker Landing

$361,972

Plan: Hampton
SQ FT: 1,924
Beds: 3
Baths: 2.0
Garage: 2

Prices, plans, dimensions, features, specifications, materials, and availability of homes or communities are subject to change without notice or obligation.

Illustrations are artists depictions only and may differ from completed improvements. All prices subject to change without notice. Please contact your sales

associate before writing an offer.

ABOUT THIS HOUSE

Constant appeal and elegant definitions are found in the "Hampton" for those calling for luxury and comfort.  Vaulted beamed ceiling in huge great room

suggests space, and excellence in finishes.  Custom fireplace allows an even greater level of amenities while offering sheer enjoyment of an evening fire on

those cooler nights.  Huge kitchen's attention to custom cabinetry, steel appliances, and granite counter tops, are sure to enhance cooking and eating

experiences.  Retire to the primary suite that exudes privacy and use of space and take advantage of the well thought out primary bath with every amenity for

speedy starts for the day.  From something as simple as a laundry room that does not abut any bedroom or living area, this plan provides plenty of comfort.

ABOUT WHITAKER LANDING

Stone Martin Builders wants to help you Spring into Savings on a new home! Ask a Sales Professional about our special incentives and new home

savings!Discover your true escape at Whitaker Landing, an idyllic retreat crafted by Stone Martin Builders. This new home community welcomes you with

spacious floorplans and thoughtful design details that redefine the meaning of homes. Unwind in style at Whitaker Landing, boasting a community pool and

cabana—your haven for relaxation. Whether it's soaking up the sun on a hot summer day or taking a peaceful stroll around the community, every moment

becomes an opportunity to embrace tranquility. Nestled in Meridianville, part of Madison County, off the Parkway 231 and Steger Road, Whitaker Landing is

your oasis with all the dream amenities. Experience the luxury of a natural gas tankless hot water heater, granite counters, a full tile shower in the ensuite

primary bathroom, and more—all showcasing the meticulous craftsmanship of Stone Martin Builders. Step into your gourmet kitchen, the heart of your home,

where functionality meets elegance. Thoughtfully designed for both culinary creativity and stylish gatherings, these kitchens become the epicenter of family

life. Whitaker Landing is equipped with integrated smart home connectivity, elevating your living experience with modern technology seamlessly woven into

the fabric of your home. From energy-efficient features to high-quality construction, every detail reflects a commitment to e...
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